
We would like to sincerely thank the reviewer for their constructive review and valuable 
comments which helped us provide an improved version of our work. Please find below 
answers to the reviewer’s comments. 

Comment  1. It is not clear how the trailing edge devices were included in theCFD model. 
Was the grid modified to wrap around the new geometry? Or is there an immersed 
boundary technique applied? The authors should strongly consider showing at least one 
example of a mesh for one of the device configurations. 
 
The grid was modified to wrap around the TE device. A relevant figure (Figure 1) has been 
added to show this. 
 
Comment 2.IDDES is named as the hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model, but then this is 
abbreviated to DDES. This creates confusion as to which model was actually used and 
how it was applied. IDDES is capable of modeling the outer part of attached turbulent 
boundary layers in LES mode, while in DDES the attached boundary layers are always 
modeled in RANS mode. IDDES and DES have different model equations. Please 
clearly state which model implementation was used and, if IDDES, whether the attached 
TBL regions were quasi-steady RANS regions or LES (I strongly suspect the 
former, given the stated grid resolution). 
 
Changed DDES to IDDES in the text and graphs. Indeed, as the reviewer states the boundary 
layer regions were RANS regions. This has been added to the text. 
 
"The IDDES model considers a RANS zone in the boundary layer region and switches to LES in 
the wake." 
 
Comment3. At Re_c=1.5e6, one might expect boundary layer transition to play a key role 
in predictions of lift and drag, and possibly the wake region. How was transition handled? 
 
All experimental data are free transition data. Only free transition data are available from the 
device cases from the experimental study. For the plain airfoil the effect of fixing transition 
was minimal, as drag is dominated by base drag and maximum lift angle does not change. 
The reason for this is the reduced adverse pressure gradient of the flatback airfoil.  
 
In order to clarify this, for the experimental case the following sentence has been added to the 
revised manuscript.  
 
“Only free transition experimental results were available for these cases. “ 
 
Regarding the numerical predictions the flow was considered fully turbulent to exclude 
transition model uncertainties from the comparison (especially if the transition point 
fluctuates due to the unsteadiness of the flow). However, we plan to add transition 
modelling in future work. This sentence has been added to the text: 
 
"All the simulations consider the flow fully turbulent to exclude possible uncertainties related to 
transition modelling." 
 
 
 
 



 
Comment 4. It would be very illuminating to perform at least one simulation at the 
experimental aspect ratio, to study any end effects, if present. Absent this, quantifying the 
span-wise correlation length of velocity fluctuations in the wake would give confidence 
that the span-wise extent of the domain is long enough to at least approximate the large-
aspect ratio case. Another way to explore this issue would be to see if spanwise periodic 
BC’s give different results? 
 
The reviewer correctly states that quantifying the correlation length of the velocity 
fluctuations is important. To that end we added a figure showing the Pearson correlation 
coefficient for the Cl time signals and added a relevant paragraph. We chose the Cl signal 
instead of the wake fluctuations due to the limited spanwise points in the wake that the 
velocity was recorded. The text and figure are given below for convenience. 
 
In order to quantify the spanwise correlation of the flow for each device, the Pearson 
correlation coefficient (r) of the Cl time signal at different spanwise locations is presented in 
Figure 15. Values of 1, -1 indicate strong correlation between the signals (positive and 
negative, respectively) while value of 0 suggests no correlation.  The correlation coefficient is 
calculated with respect to the midsection (located at 𝑧𝑧/𝑏𝑏 =  0 in Figure 15). It is evident that 
the TE devices significantly alter the spanwise correlation of the flow. When the plain 
configuration is examined a correlation length of 𝜆𝜆 = 0.5𝑏𝑏, where b is the wing span, or 𝜆𝜆 =
5ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is identified, in agreement with (Metzinger et al., 2018). For the flap case, the 
correlation length remains large with 𝜆𝜆 = 5.9ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇. It is noted that in the flap case the lower 
vortex is shed uncontrolled and this could explain the strong coherence in the wake. The 
Splitter and Offset Cavity cases have the correlation length drops to 𝜆𝜆 = 2.5ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 and 𝜆𝜆 =
2.7ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, respectively. The weakest spanwise coherence is observed for the Flap + Offset 
Cavity with 𝜆𝜆 = 0.7ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇. The preceding analysis is also in agreement the isosurfaces shown in 
Figure 14. Indeed, as the figure suggests, the spanwise correlation length of the vorticity 
isosurfaces in the flap and offset cavity configuration is much smaller when compared to the 
flap one. Finally, it is noted here that using the wake velocity fluctuations for the preceding 
analysis yields similar results, however, the Cl was employed since it was already available at 
all spanwise stations. 



 
Figure 1. Pearson correlation coefficient of the lift coefficient (Cl) time-series with respect with the midsection 
(placed at z/b=0) for the various configurations. High positive values indicate strong positive correlation and 
highly negative values suggest a strong negative correlation.  

 
 
Comment 5. I had difficulty reconciling the high experimental wake fluctuation amplitude 
with the modest experimental Reynolds stress field for the flap-only case 
 
The experimental data were analyzed in the reference given at the end of the reply to this 
comment. Figure 22 from that reference (also given below for convenience) shows that while 
the peak amplitude for the dominant frequency for the Flap case is higher than the plain 
airfoil for example, the amplitude of all other frequencies are lower. This would justify a high 
experimental wake fluctuation amplitude (shown in fig. 7, right, of our revised submission) 
and the modest Re stress field (shown in fig. 11 of the revised submission). In other words, fig. 
7 only concerns the dominant frequency, while the Re stress contour contains information 
from all frequencies.  



 
Figure 22. Frequency spectrum from the hot wire measurements for the examined TE devices and the plane 
airfoil. 

Since this discussion is focused only on the experimental side of this investigation it was 
decided not to include it in the present submission. 
 
Manolesos, M., Voutsinas, S.G., 2016. Experimental Study of Drag-Reduction Devices on a 
Flatback Airfoil. AIAA J. 54, 3382–3396. https://doi.org/10.2514/1.J054901 
 
 
Technical Comments: 
1. Sentence on "misalignment" on the bottom of page four is unclear. 
This has been corrected. The sentence now reads: 
“A constant misalignment of the model has been allowed for in the results.” 
 
2. Are there any experimental measurement uncertaintites available to improve 
the validation exercise? 
 
The following paragraph has been added to the manuscript. 
 
“A detailed uncertainty analysis can be found in (Manolesos and Voutsinas, 2016), but a short 
overview is given here for completeness. The 95% confidence interval for the lift and drag values 
are 1% and 4%, respectively. For the hot wire frequency spectrum, the frequency step was 
1.95Hz, while for the Stereo PIV measurements, the minimum resolvable velocity is 1.5% . Any 
velocities lower than this should not be trusted. “ 
 
3. The term "loads" is used to describe mean aerodynamic loads, which may make sense to 
the wind energy practitioner. However, loads can also be unsteady so consider using the 
term "mean loads". 
 
The term 'loads' has been replaced with 'forces'. 


